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PHILIP KEIL

is an expert in his field: More than 8.000 flying hours, thousands of take
offs and landings on four continents. And one flight, that changed his life…
Ever since a near-crash in 2009, Philip Keil transfers NASA strategies from the cockpit to
everyday life of companies. To make tough decisions confidently and to communicate
clearly – these are the requirements for a good pilot. For a successful leader, likewise.
Philip Keil attracts his audience with impressive experiences and valuable expert
knowledge. Because he speaks about subjects, that make the difference between crash
and landing on the dot, on the ground alike: leadership, decision making and teamwork.
Being a real expert and an awarded “Top 100 Speaker”, Philip Keil is ranked among the
most extraordinary speaking professionals.

KEYNOTES:
CRASH OR LANDING ON THE DOT? The team makes the difference!
• What make teams often fail and which NASA tools every “captain” should know
• How you lead target-focused and decide confidently during turbulence
• Which cockpit methods stimulates your crew to peak performance
MAXIMUM THRUST FOR YOUR SUCCESS: Leading with focus and clear communication.
• How you quickly identify and learn from mistakes in your business cockpit
• No more „radio silence“: how you will from now on communicate more effectively and
always stay in the information loop
• At what point experience becomes a threat and how you can benefit from this
knowledge
THE STRATEGIES OF PROFESSIONAL PILOTS: Confident decision-making in turbulent times.
• What you can adopt from pilots to make confident decisions
• Anticipatory acting: How you always stay “ahead of the airplane”
• How the most important button inside a cockpit will change your heading likewise

LANGUAGES: German, English
AUDIENCE: Entrepreneurs, leaders, middle management, teams of all kinds
PHILIP KEIL. MAXIMUM THRUST FOR YOUR SUCCESS!

